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ABSTRACT

The share of non-standard jobs in total employment has increased in Germany over the last decades. Research tends to attribute this in particular to labour market reforms and socio-economic change. However, upon closer inspection it becomes clear that macro trends alone cannot provide satisfactory explanations. A striking, but rarely acknowledged aspect of the development in Germany is a large occupational heterogeneity. This is true for both current working conditions and trajectories of change. The recent years have witnessed a process of asymmetric change which has increased the gap between occupational groups. Given this process, it seems more and more questiona ble to aggregate data on the national level. Therefore, this paper analyses the role of different types of non-standard employment across occupations in Germany and explains variation between occupations with reference to institutional conditions, industrial relations and patterns of labour supply and demand, in particular skill requirements.
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1. Introduction

Germany used to be perceived as a country with modest employment levels, but high equality in the labour market. However, by now it is widely acknowledged that the job boom of the previous decade has changed this picture. Its most striking effects were the relative increase of atypical forms of employment and an unseen rise in wage and income inequality (Carlin and Soskice, 2009; Giesecke and Verwiebe, 2009; Palier and Thelen 2010; Streeck, 2009). In many respects it has become increasingly difficult to argue that Germany falls short of the flexibility typical for Anglo-American labour markets. This development – or at least its sweeping nature - came as a surprise to many observers of the German employment model. What makes it difficult to explain the changes is the parallel trajectory of various potentially causal factors. The decline of union power (Visser, 2007), growing (female) labour supply (Esping-Andersen, 1999), tougher international competition (Carlin and Soskice, 2009) and structural change towards the service economy (Häusermann and Schwander, 2012; Palier and Thelen, 2010) add up to a complex set of potential explanations for the German story. Moreover, the regulatory framework of the labour market has been reformed quite substantially (Clegg, 2007; Author A and Author B, 2011).

However, upon closer inspection it becomes clear that general macro trends alone cannot provide satisfactory explanations. A rarely acknowledged aspect of the development in Germany (as well as in other European labour markets) is a large occupational heterogeneity. This is true for both current working conditions and trajectories of change. Hence, labour market outcomes have always differed across occupations, but – as is shown below – the recent years have witnessed a process of asymmetric change which has increased the gap between occupational groups. Given this process, it seems more and more questionable to speak of a single German employment model and to aggregate data on the national level.

The focus on occupational differences leads to a more nuanced explanation for change in the German labour market. This article tries to understand how employers...
seek to optimize the use of labour within a given institutional framework. Generally, it can be assumed that employers try to establish employment relationships with “the lowest bill for a given set of technological choices and labour market conditions” (Osterman, 1987: 54). Studying selected occupational groups in detail shows that the preference for particular types of (atypical) employment is contingent upon conditions such as skill requirements, labour demand and supply and patterns of industrial relations.

The occupational perspective adopted in this article leads to three insights about labour market change in Germany. First, data aggregated on the national level disguises substantial variation in all labour market outcomes. Second, an asymmetric process of change can be observed in which some occupations drift towards inequality whereas others defend the more standardized traditional model quite successfully. Asymmetric change does not only apply to the overall level of inequality, but also to the type of inequality. Germany developed a ‘patchwork approach’ to labour market flexibility, which allows employers to create occupation-specific solutions to various employment barriers. Third, comparing the development of aggregated German labour market indicators over time disguises a strong composition effect, as those occupations with increasing inequality are also the more dynamically growing ones.

The chapter is structured as follows. The following section maps different occupational employment logics with a focus on pay dispersion and non-standard employment. Second, selected occupations are analysed in depth to gain a better understanding of the asymmetric process of change. Third, the chapter summarizes the findings.

3. Mapping employment logics in Germany

To give a general overview the occupational diversity of labour market patterns in Germany, Figure 1 plots the shares of low pay and atypical workers in ISCO-two-digit occupations against each other. Some occupational groups in the service economy tend to combine high shares on both indicators. This applies to sales and services
elementary occupations (91), labourers (93) personal and protective service workers (51) as well as salespersons (52). Other occupations in construction and manufacturing tend to be located around the mean or even closer to the origin (71-73, 81-83).

Low pay plays a somewhat larger role in food processing (74). The graph also shows that not all service sector occupations are characterised by precarious work. Office clerks (41) have very similar shares to those in manufacturing. As expected, most high skill service occupations have relatively favorable working conditions. The ISCO groups 1, 2 and 3 are mostly located clearly below the average. However, there are some exceptions, as among teaching professionals (23 and 33) as well as life science and health professionals (22) a relatively high share of atypical employment can be observed.

**Figure 1 here**

To provide information about recent changes, Figure 2 shows the development of total and atypical employment for the same occupations between the mid-1990s and the most recent point in time. The overall picture is one of divergence. Employment growth tends to be associated with quite favourable working conditions in some high-skill occupations such as academic, health and business professionals and associate professionals (22, 24, 31, 32, 34). Manufacturing occupations (71, 72, 73) and office clerks (41) experienced stability in terms of job types but a decline of the number of jobs. In various medium- to low-skilled personal and frontline service occupations (42, 51, 52, 91) as well as, quite notably, teaching associate professionals, e.g. in primary and pre-primary education (33), there are remarkable increases in both jobs created and the share of atypical jobs. Stagnant employment was associated with growing ‘precariousness’ in some blue collar low-skilled manufacturing occupations such as labourers (93). The figure also tells us something about the underlying occupational dynamics of aggregate labour market change in Germany. Occupations with stable shares of standard employment are mostly stagnant or declining, while many more dynamically growing occupations experience a ‘drift’ towards flex-
ible employment. Aggregate change in the German labour market disguises a significant occupational composition effect.

Figure 2 here

For further analysis seven occupational groups are selected. The occupational groups are selected in such a way that they represent the variety of labour market patterns as depicted in Figure 1. These groups are: academic occupations (231), banking and insurance occupations (412), ‘creative’ occupations such as writers, actors and entertainers (245 and 347), care workers (513 and 346), metal and machinery workers (721 to 724), cleaners and caretakers (913, 914 and 916) and labourers in manufacturing (932). Table 1 presents further indicators on atypical employment for these groups.

Fixed-term contracts play an important role in academic and creative occupations and among care workers with more than 20% of total employment in these areas. The share among cleaners and labourers is lower, but here around a third of workers holding a fixed-term contract do so involuntarily. This contrasts with skilled workers in metal and machinery where fixed-term contracts are about as frequent, but mainly used for the purpose of training. The same is true for banking and insurance.

Regular part-time (i.e. non-marginal part-time which in Germany is defined by an earnings threshold of 400 EUR per month, 450 EUR as of 2013) is wide-spread with about one third of all jobs in care and among cleaners. It is lower among labourers, creatives and academics, and virtually absent in machinery and metal occupations. In all groups except for banking and insurance the share of involuntary part-time roughly ranges from 20 to 30 percent.

Marginal part-time which in Germany by definition features low monthly salaries and lacks social insurance coverage is strikingly high in cleaning, where almost half of the workers are in this type of employment. Above-average shares can also be found among labourers and care workers.
Agency work only amounts to around three percent of dependent employment in Germany. However, it is more frequently used in industrial sectors where routine blue collar jobs still exist. This can be seen by the relatively high share of agency workers among labourers (nine percent). For skilled workers in metal and machinery occupations the share only amounts to a third of this.

Freelancers, defined as self-employed without further employees, play an important role in creative occupations. Although self-employment is not per se precarious, as relatively high earnings can be achieved, it can be argued that many workers in this occupation are in a rather insecure position. With 13 percent, the share in academic occupations is also rather high.

Finally, low-wage work (defined as gross hourly earnings below 67 percent of the median) affects almost a quarter of the dependent workers in Germany. The shares are highest in typical low-skill occupations such as cleaner and labourer. However, care workers who usually have to go through vocational training in Germany, have a share of almost 40 percent as well.

Table 1 here

Table 2 provides some additional information on the selected occupations. Two of the rather precarious occupations, care and cleaning, are clearly characterised by female employment, which could suggest that gender and patterns of female labour supply play a role here. However, the balance is more equal among labourers who have equally high shares of atypical employment. The table also shows that public sector employment and high skills as characteristics of occupations do not rule out a strong reliance on atypical work. Also with regard to firm size, no clear pattern emerges as high atypical employment shares can go along with dominant small-batch production (creatives, care workers) as well as with mainly large firms (labourers).
Table 2 here

The probability of being atypically employed can also be analysed using multivariate regressions...

Tables 3 regressions to be added

This section has shown that there is a significant occupational heterogeneity in Germany with regard to the overall reliance on atypical and low wage work. This poses an interesting puzzle for labour market research as the diverging patterns can neither be accounted for by institutional changes alone nor by structural variables (such as firm size, female employment, etc.). Therefore, the following case studies intend to answer the question how the different occupational employment logics in Germany can be explained.

4. Case studies

This section complements the quantitative overview with in-depth case studies of selected occupations. The aim is to explain the varying use of atypical employment by way of assessing the role of the theoretically relevant variables identified above, i.e. labour supply, skills, industrial relations and labour market institutions. To complement information drawn from the literature, the authors conducted about 20 interviews with employer and employee representatives in autumn and winter 2011/12 and fall 2012.
4.1 Academics

Academics consist specifically of ISCO-88 category “college, university and higher education teaching professionals” so that this group is mostly made up of employees in the public sector and with universities as the typical employer. However, many features described below apply to scientific occupations in general, i.e. also to those who are exclusively engaged in research. With regard to the use of atypical employment, the occupation is characterised by a strong and growing reliance on fixed-term contracts. Since the early 1990s the only expanding category of university employees are “wissenschaftliche Mitarbeiter” (scientific assistants). In absolute terms, their employment almost doubled from 80,000 in 1992 to around 150,000 in 2009. The number of professors remained fairly constant (around 40,000). In the same period, the share of scientific assistants hired on fixed-term contracts grew strongly from 65% to 83% (Jongmanns, 2011: 11-14). An important reason is that the German system lacks tenured senior staff (e.g. associate professors) and a tenure track model. So there are virtually no permanent positions except for full professors. This used to be different. In the 1970s – during the massive expansion of university education – staff was hired frequently on a permanent basis without becoming professors. This has changed dramatically. Although there is a lack of hard evidence, drop-out rates (out of the academic system) and moves to a freelance status in some cases are said to be very high. This is confirmed by the fact that transition rates to permanent contracts are by far the lowest in Germany. They are clearly below private sector occupations (Bellman et al, 2009).

What are the reasons for this development? First of all, academic occupations are a prime example of general skills which are highly portable. Hence, the type of skills should typically not constrain employers hiring decision. Second, labour supply plays an important role, as despite relatively unattractive working conditions there are a large number of young scientists competing for scarce positions. Besides low employment stability, remuneration tends to be problematic, too. Frequently, young scholars are offered part-time positions only although they effectively work full time. The inherent logic is that part of their activity is for the purpose of qualification
which does not have to be compensated. Arguably, this goes back to a high intrinsic motivation to do research and low transparency of working conditions. At the beginning of an academic career, it is usually difficult to assess individual prospects in terms of employment stability and remuneration. The potential precariousness of academic careers only becomes apparent after substantial skill investments have been made. The oversupply of motivated and qualified candidates leads to a situation in which there are effectively not sufficient positions to allow all to continue their academic careers (in fact, this is only possible for a minority).

However, for the time being the problems created by high replaceability are exacerbated by special legislation for the occupation (Wissenschaftszeitvertragsgesetz of 2007). It stipulates that employees can be hired on a temporary basis for up to twelve years without valid reason (six years before and six years after finishing the dissertation). However, after this period they can only continue to work in the academic system on a permanent contract (or with a valid reason, which practically means external funding). This makes the ‘up-or-out’ logic of the system even more severe. Besides the frequently used option to go abroad, some try to stay attached to the system as quasi-freelance university teachers without a position (Privatdozenten). However, remuneration can be extremely low in this case. Current legislation also hampers industrial relations to improve the situation in the occupation, as it does not allow collective agreements to deviate on topics such as employment stability and contract duration. This makes it extremely difficult to organize employees in this segment, as they cannot be motivated by merely fighting for higher wages.

Finally, there is one noteworthy idiosyncratic feature, which is the funding structure. A particular problem for German universities is that a large amount of public money is distributed to externally funded projects rather than to universities directly. As funding is coupled with project duration and not at free disposal of universities, there are further incentives to avoid uncertainty by synchronizing project and employment contract duration.

4.2 Banking and insurance
Compared with other service sector activities, banking and insurance occupations exhibit a relatively large share of open-ended contracts, both full-time and part-time, and long average tenure with the firm and the occupation. Regarding pay, wage compression is pronounced, and low earnings are less important than in other areas of the private service sector. Atypical employment plays only a minor role compared to other service sector occupations except for self-employed agents.

This peculiar pattern can be related, first, to the skills profile of the occupation where medium to high skills dominate as specific skills are required to perform specialized and complex tasks that are specific to particular occupations or even to individual firms operating in the banking and insurance sector. Banking and insurance also rely on trustworthiness and regulatory compliance, and the development of more complex product and new regulations tends to increase the level of skills required. As a consequence, dual apprenticeships with banks or insurance companies and bank- or insurance-specific further education (e.g. business administration with a specialization in either sector), oftentimes via specialised sectoral and intra-firm training bodies, is particularly prevalent. Even today, career progression is possible within one company starting with dual apprenticeships, mostly taken up by young people with a university-entrance diploma, passing to dual post-secondary or specialized tertiary education and intensive skill updating eventually leading to management positions although there is also some role for generally skilled university graduates in law and business administration. Employers are interested in retaining specifically skilled staff on a long-term basis and promote suitable employees into management positions. In general, staff replaceability is limited, therefore employers are less interested in maximizing external flexibility via a heavy use of non-standard contracts. They rather aim at keeping labour turnover at a low level. However, some restructuring in the banking and insurance sector implying a deeper segmentation of staff occurred since the mid-1990s. On the one hand, a stronger focus on marketing as well as on private and investment banking changed the skill demand of employers. This had some repercussions on the training and recruiting policies of banks in particular with stronger demand for highly skilled university graduates, focusing on
investment banking, private banking and product development as well as ‘leaner’ variants of apprenticeships for more clerical and front office occupations. Still, internal careers are feasible given specific training facilities (Hildebrandt, 1999, Haipeter, 2006, Hildebrandt, O’Reilly, Quack, 1995). On the other hand to increase productivity and competitiveness, banks and later on insurance firms started to outsource IT and routine operations to specialized firms (e.g. call centers, account processing).

Second, the sector is characterized by a limited number of rather large firms with continuous and relatively stable business activity that is not particularly volatile. This is particularly true for areas such as private savings banks, building societies, life insurance or private sickness insurance. This makes external flexibility less of an issue. Third, despite moderate trade union density bank and insurance companies exhibit a high coverage rate by collective agreements with about 90% that is comparable to the public sector or manufacturing. In fact, public banks operate under similar rules as public sector employers. Core staff in the banking sector in particular is often paid on top of collectively agreed rates with performance-based pay elements. However, many issues are not set by collective agreement, but they are based on company-level agreements between management and works councils.

Apart from a large share of women working part-time on a permanent basis with banking and insurance firms, a specific non-standard type of employment frequently used in this occupational field is independent work of insurance agents operating under a specific arrangement. About 15% of total employment in the insurance sector is field staff, and most of them work as self-employed, i.e. around 260,000. In fact, there are different models, with some working as independent agents responsible for the marketing of insurance contracts with a single company in a certain district while others are self-employed marketing specialists for a number of different insurers. Often, self-employed insurance agents share offices and employ some support staff whereas freelance agents without support staff are a rare phenomenon. They benefit from a dual pay structure with a basic income level being generated from annual fees for maintaining established customers and a major part coming from provisions for new contracts. However, some insurance companies use de-
pendent employees for the distribution of insurance contracts. Independent financial advisors in the banking profession are clearly less important in Germany.

4.3 Creative Occupations

Creative occupations such as journalists, publishers, architects, musicians, designers and IT/web specialists make up a small, but growing segment of the labour market which exhibits some peculiar features (Haak 2006, Manske and Schnell 2010).

Almost half of the creative workers are freelancers, by far the largest share of all selected occupations and, if they are dependent employees, creative people tend to be employed in relatively small firms and have an above-average probability of being in fixed-term employment (outside training). Similar to researchers, employment patterns of creatives can be explained by their skill profile in interaction with dynamics of labour demand and supply. Most creative workers are academically trained. Their tasks are characterised by general skills and often require responsiveness to radically changing tastes and fashions. Moreover, there typically are very limited advantages from specialisation or complex division of labour. This facilitates self-employment as freelancers, temporary project-related employment and the creation of smaller firms. As skills are usually transferable across employers, qualified staff can be easily found in the external labour market.

In fact, there is a dynamic labour supply from young academics entering the creative economy in larger urban centers. Creative occupations are perceived as an attractive area despite flexible working arrangements. Taking media as an example, employers such as broadcasting companies or major newspapers used to employ a major share of creative people and provided them with stable jobs and earnings in the past. However, given budget pressure and the supply of journalists, public and private media alike, which still have well-established employees, collective agreements and co-determination structures at the core, have started to establish a peripheral workforce consisting of concentrical circles of freelance journalists with more or less regular contractual relationships (freie Mitarbeiter). In fact, many young entrants start as
interns or volunteers with no or very low pay hoping to be promoted to a more regular status later on. Further, many young creative workers tend to start their own careers as freelancers (Betzelt, 2006). They often combine different types of employment such as partial self-employment with fixed-term or part-time dependent work within or even outside creative work (Haak, 2006), and they tend to establish local networks of creative workers and clients and to collaborate on a more or less temporary basis (Apitzsch, 2009). Outside the permanent core, therefore, standard labour market institutions such as employment protection, social insurance, collective bargaining or trade union organization are basically irrelevant when it comes to defining working conditions. A similar segmentation between a small managerial and creative core and a larger marginal workforce can be observed with PR agencies or architectural firms. Given the supply of skilled labour, creative firms can afford to shift market risks on their marginal or external collaborators. This also implies that income is highly diverse as is individual market power and reputation with clients.

4.4 Cleaners

Cleaning is in many ways a typical low-skill occupation. Except for some specialized tasks, such as disinfection in hospitals or cleaning of facades, no specific skills are required and tasks are defined narrowly. About 80% of all employees in the occupation are involved in standard cleaning of hotels, offices, public buildings etc. The share of workers with only basic training is very high. The prevailing form of employment is marginal part-time, followed with some distance by regular part-time so that altogether about 70% of all cleaners work in some form of part-time. Temporary forms of employment can be found as well. The share of agency workers is above the German average. Fixed-term contracts are not widespread, but predominantly involuntary, which suggests that if they are used they serve as a way to circumvent dismissal regulation. Finally, the low-pay share is the highest in our sample.

Since the early 1970s, the working conditions in cleaning have deteriorated. This is expressed in a declining share of permanent full-time jobs and increasing wage pres-
sure (Mayer-Ahuja, 2003). Two factors related to our framework explain this trend: labour supply and the decline of public sector employment.

Before the economic crisis of the 1970s, cleaning was still strongly characterised by public sector employment. However, against the background of full employment and limited female labour supply it was difficult to recruit for cleaning jobs, even if they were permanent full-time. As a consequence public employers sourced cleaning activities out to specialised service providers typically recruiting housewives for few hours only. After the rise of unemployment in the course of the 1970s, labour supply increased, but public institutions continued to contract out cleaning services, this time out of cost considerations. Privatization continued and even accelerated across the following decades, implying greater competition for cost effectiveness and, hence, more precarious working conditions. A case in point are public hospitals which were able to maintain low-wage dispersion and relatively favourable working conditions for their core staff by sourcing out tasks such as cleaning (Jaehrling, 2008). A similar strategy was pursued in the private sector, for instance by hotels (Vanselow, 2008).

With regard to labour market institutions, there is one notable aspect which sets cleaning apart from many other low-skill occupations in Germany: building upon pre-existing regional minimum wages since 2007 there is a nation-wide minimum wage in the form of a generally binding collective agreement. This minimum wage is relevant for those 80% of all cleaning workers carrying out routine tasks. Due to the price sensitivity in the industry, there are strong incentives to lower labour costs despite the minimum wage. The most important strategy is work intensification (Riedel, 2012). Statistically, the area to clean per person and working hour has increased tremendously (Mayer-Ahuja, 2003) leading to physical strain and quality problems (Jaehrling, 2008). Secondly, contractors may switch to piece rates or freelance work rather than paying wages per hour. In the hotel industry it is common to pay cleaning staff per room, which in combination with work intensification usually leads to lower effective hourly wages (Vanselow, 2008).

Why do marginal part-time jobs dominate the occupation rather than other forms of non-standard employment? The preferences of workers and customers matter.
Many workers clean as a secondary activity, thus, they have additional sources of income and social security. In such cases, the low tax wedge makes marginal part-time attractive. Prime examples are housewives complementing the income of a main breadwinner. Hence, high female labour supply is one factor. In addition, customers often prefer cleaners not to be present during business hours, which effectively confines work to a few hours per day. The process of work intensification and relying on part-time can be seen as complementary strategies. The increasing workload is easier to perform if workers are not hired on a full-time basis. Splitting up jobs into various part-time positions also means that staff only has to be paid for effective working-time and not for transfers between job sites; Minijob workers are also often reported not to receive paid leave or sickness pay or to be paid below the minimum wage (Hieming et al., 2005: 118; Riedel, 2012). Unattractive working conditions typically prevent workers from staying with a firm for long which gives turnover costs a lower priority. Fixed-term contracts are increasingly prominent and often synchronized with the time-limited contract between the customer and the cleaning firm. Despite some increase in trade union density, the limited role of unions and works councils means that monitoring of compliance with statutory provisions is difficult.

4.5 High and Low Skill Occupations in Manufacturing

Skilled workers (*Facharbeiter*) in manufacturing occupations still exhibit a dominant share of open-ended full-time contracts. Our data show that this occupational group is not only remarkably stable in terms of their relative size in the labour market in Germany but also with respect to core elements of standard employment. Dual vocational training – and academic, mostly engineering degrees – are crucial in providing access to these occupations as they continue to depend on rather firm-specific skills. In manufacturing, temporary contracts are primarily used as extended probationary periods with a high chance of conversion into open-ended contracts. As firm-specific skills can only be developed and deepened over time, these occupations are
clearly characterised by above-average tenure. Notwithstanding this remarkable institutional stability and the strong role of employers’ associations and trade unions, manufacturing occupations went through different phases of restructuring over the last decades depending on economic conditions, varying labour supply and demand as well as institutional change.

After the full development of the institutional arrangement representing the German standard employment relationship in the after-war period, a first significant change was brought about by severe labour shortages in the late 1950s and the 1960s. This led to an actively managed migration policy bringing mostly unskilled workers from Southern Europe to Germany. In a tight labour market characterised by virtually full bargaining coverage and no options for non-standard contracts, although migrant workers constituted a low skilled segment, they were fully integrated into existing arrangements. Trade unions actively pursued a strategy to compress wages by lifting lower wage brackets so that the work force segmentation became smaller over the 1970s and early 1980s (Köhler and Preisendörfer, 1988).

Faced with a more difficult competitive environment from the mid-1980s onwards, a deeper segmentation set in. First, restructuring in the metal working sector focused on social partners negotiating about increased working time flexibility as one means to increase competitiveness and protect jobs for skilled workers (Köhler and Sengenberger, 1983). Trade unions and works councils tried to defend existing jobs as core workers would have faced major difficulties finding comparable jobs elsewhere. In the 1990s, plant-level derogation also extended to pay flexibility agreed upon between employers and works councils which was incorporated into more sectoral bargaining only later on (Trinczek, 1998 and Rehder, 2003). A long phase of wage moderation followed. While maintaining a core of skilled workers was in the mutual interest of both plant-level actors to remain competitive on the cost side, outsourcing of routine production to domestic suppliers, but also to foreign locations became a dominant strategy. Cutting costs was also the prime motive to outsource auxiliary services such as canteens and logistics to specialized suppliers operating under less demanding wage setting agreements than in the metal working sector (Streeck, 2009).
and Hassel, 2011). Hence, the plant level gained in importance for bargaining concessions in exchange for maintaining standard employment of core workers.

Significant non-standard work in metal sector occupations is a quite recent phenomenon, however. Most crucial were significant reforms of agency work in 2003 which led to far-reaching liberalization of agency work and a subsequent expansion of this form of flexible employment in particular in the metal sector (Holst, Nachtwey and Dörre, 2009; Spermann, 2011). Since then, agency workers can be assigned for an unlimited period to user companies, but also hired on a temporary basis specifically for individual assignments. They are paid according to collectively agreed wages not of the user companies (such as metal working firms) but in line with the wage scale of the agency work sector. Hence, in contrast e.g. to fixed-term contracts, there is a considerable wage gap between agency workers and regular staff amounting to 25 to 30 percent. Substantial parts of low- and medium skill-intensive occupations (with the most replaceable workers) were assigned to the agency segment where employers benefit from external flexibility and labour cost advantages. Recent data show that about 4 percent of total metal working staff is employed as agency workers, however, in low skilled routine occupations such as labourers some companies employ much larger shares of agency staff reaching 30 to 50 percent. Metal working has become one of the strongest users of agency work for two reasons: first, the difference between the metal sector wage standards and the pay of agency workers is most pronounced, second, agency workers act as a flexible buffer in a sector where virtually all firms are covered by dismissal protection.

Hence, in contrast to earlier phases of employment restructuring, low- and medium skilled workers who would have been integrated into the sectoral wage scale are now treated differently whereas standard employment relationship with high internal flexibility regarding working time and wages is still dominant for core staff. The flexible marginal work force helps stabilize the core work force in a volatile economic environment as can be seen from the most recent economic crisis (Möller, 2010). On the one hand, employers maintained their core staff which would have been hard to replace facing imminent skills shortages. As a consequence, they relied on internal flexibility generated by working time accounts and short-time work. On the other
hand, however, agency staff was made redundant – and rehired when business picked up again. Initial fixed-term contracts for apprenticeship graduates have become widespread, but are most frequently converted into permanent jobs, yet, during the crisis some of them were terminated. Works councils tend to limit both agency work and fixed-term employment in order to avoid crowding out, but they are prepared to accept a certain size of the flexible segment to absorb shocks. As a consequence, transition from agency work to permanent staff is rather difficult under these conditions. Where trade unions or works councils are strong, company-level and eventually sectoral agreements can establish equal pay between agency workers and direct staff, e.g. by way of wage supplements introduced in late 2012 and early 2013 in the metal and electrical industry (as well as the chemical industry) so that the gap between agency staff and permanent staff is closed progressively with tenure.

4.6 Old-age care

Old-age care is dominated by female employment (more than 85%). Different forms of part-time work make up for about 50% of all employees, including about one fifth in marginal part time. The care sector is also characterised by a large share of low paid workers. Moreover, our data show a relatively prominent role of fixed-term contracts. Finally, the care sector exhibits high turnover rates and mobility to other sectors or inactivity.

Occupation-specific institutional settings and patterns of labour supply are crucial to understand these employment patterns (Kuemmerling, 2011; Oschmiansky, 2010). Firstly, the formal German old-age care sector relies on major public funding via mandatory old-age care insurance contributions. The introduction of old-age care insurance led to the creation of a market for care providers (Kuemmerling, 2009). To ensure quality this was combined with a provision requiring a minimum share of 50% occupation-specific skilled care workers in nursing homes. They have to pass an examination along general training standards for care workers after three years of dual
vocational apprenticeships involving mostly private vocational training schools. Commercial private care providers, but most importantly third sector or charitable associations rely on these public expenditures both for in-patient and ambulatory care as well as for auxiliary services delivered to private households. Yet, the resources available hardly meet the demand for old-age care which puts strong pressure on labour costs. Since the patient/staff relations in nursing homes are fixed by law adjusting the headcount is no option. As a response, over the last decade there was some restructuring of the internal division of work between different skill levels, trying to assign more activities to assistants. Old age care assistants were established as a separate and less demanding profession not included in the 50% share of qualified staff and requiring only one year of training. Furthermore, after the introduction of the market mechanisms in the formerly publicly administered care sector, wage levels were set about 10% below public sector wage standards in place before market creation started. In the German care sector, there is no collective agreement but only collectively agreed wages with larger single employers or group of care providers, in particularly charity associations. This brings about a significant variation of wages between employers which, on average, tend to be lower than those of comparable occupations such as nurses in hospitals. Many smaller employers are only bound by the sectoral minimum wage for care outside hospitals introduced at a rate 8.50 EUR per hour (now 8.75 EUR) in West Germany and 7.50 EUR (now 7.75 EUR) in the East in 2010. However, this is only relevant for tasks accomplished by care assistants. Given labour shortages amongst skilled care workers, pay above firm-level agreements is currently becoming more widespread, further deepening the cleavage between the two categories of workers. While shortages of skilled care workers have led to pay increases, employers tend to shift this cost pressure on the more marginal employees via lower wages or reduced working time and rising shares of agency workers with a pay scale below those of the larger care employers. While open-ended contracts on a full-time basis can be found in many nursing homes, employment patterns in out-patient services are markedly different as the size of the companies tends to smaller. They rely more on part-time work and exhibit smaller shares of skilled care workers.
The dominant role of female labour supply is essential in explaining these employment patterns. Women enter the profession much more frequently than men and make up for the major part of vocational training graduates in care. As with other service occupations such as cleaning, part-time work also helps to cover peak times such as morning and evening care in out-patient care or weekend shifts at nursing homes. Furthermore, given the demanding character of old-age – which has increased over time - many skilled care workers either leave the occupation, try to get promoted to managerial positions or try to continue working only on a part-time basis. Part-time work in a low pay sector implies that employees rely or search for additional income from other household members, in particular spouses, or other formal or informal activities. The rising part-time share in old-age care is also associated with secondary earnings gained from additional marginal part-time work without tax and social security deduction with a different employer in the same field. In general, working conditions of care workers have remained challenging regarding working time, psychological or physical demand. Part of this can also be attributed to the very low union density in the care sector reaching only about 8% and the weak role of works councils – which are mostly absent in small companies of out-patient care.

Finally, welfare state arrangements contribute to peculiar non-standard employment patterns amongst care assistants. A substantial share of them is recruited from unemployed whose retraining is funded by active labour market policy resources. Non-commercial providers also have access to fixed-term contracts of volunteers (Zivildienstleistende, Bundesfreiwilligendienst), community service workers and long-term unemployed assigned to so-called ‘work opportunities’ in the social sector (“Ein-Euro-Jobs”). These groups of workers are paid below regular wage agreements as part of their pay comes from social benefits or other sources.
5. Conclusions

Our study on the occupational heterogeneity regarding the use of different types of non-standard employment shows that national averages have only a limited relevance as they hide highly different employment logics in particular occupations. Different occupational employment patterns depend on the production model and related skills requirements, patterns of labour supply, the bargaining and industrial structures and, finally, institutional arrangements on the labour market that facilitate or restrict the use of suitable forms of non-standard contracts. Hence, the restructuring of the German labour market – but also labour markets elsewhere – benefits from introducing an occupational perspective so that macro findings such as an increase in the share of atypical work or low pay can be interpreted as the joint effect of differential growth or shrinking of different occupations and internal restructuring going on within occupational labour markets.
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Figure 1: Atypical work and low pay by occupations (ISCO-88), 2011

Source: SOEP, weighted, dependent employment only, without agriculture (ISCO 61,92) and armed forces (ISCO 01), own calculations.

[] unreliable, number of cases insufficient (<30)
Figure 2: Atypical work and employment growth by occupations (ISCO-88), 1995-2011

Source: SOEP, weighted, dependent employment only, without agriculture (ISCO 61,92) and armed forces (ISCO 01), own calculations.
[] unreliable, number of cases insufficient (<30)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic</th>
<th>Creative</th>
<th>Care</th>
<th>Metal/Machinery</th>
<th>Cleaner</th>
<th>Labourer</th>
<th>Banking &amp; Insurance</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Share in total employment</td>
<td>0,4%</td>
<td>1,5%</td>
<td>4,1%</td>
<td>6,1%</td>
<td>3,8%</td>
<td>2,0%</td>
<td>2,0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share in dependent employment</td>
<td>0,4%</td>
<td>0,9%</td>
<td>4,5%</td>
<td>6,6%</td>
<td>4,1%</td>
<td>2,2%</td>
<td>2,2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed-term contracts\textsuperscript{a}</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of which:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vocational education</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>[3%]</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>involuntary</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>[6%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular part-time\textsuperscript{a}</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of which:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>involuntary</td>
<td>[18%]</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marginal part-time\textsuperscript{a}</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agency work\textsuperscript{k, c}</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>[0%]</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>[2%]</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-employed\textsuperscript{b}</td>
<td>[0%]</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>[0%]</td>
<td>[0%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freelancer\textsuperscript{b}</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>[0%]</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;67% of median wage\textsuperscript{k, d}</td>
<td>[0%]</td>
<td>[9%]</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Mikrozensus 2009, Scientific Use File, authors’ calculation.
Base: working population aged 15-64 years, living in private households, weighted.
\textsuperscript{a} share in dependent employment
\textsuperscript{b} share in total employment
\textsuperscript{k} LFS Subsample only - weighted differently, voluntary question - share of no answer 15-20%
\textsuperscript{d} Source: SOEP 2009
\textsuperscript{[ ]} unreliable, number of cases insufficient (<30)
### Table 2: Gender, public employment, firm size and skills in selected occupations, 2009

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Academic</th>
<th>Creative</th>
<th>Care</th>
<th>Metal/Machinery</th>
<th>Cleaner</th>
<th>Labourer</th>
<th>Banking &amp; Insurance</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female employment</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public sector</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm size &lt; 11</td>
<td>[3%]</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm size &gt; 49</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low skilled (ISCED 0-2)</td>
<td>[0%]</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High skilled (ISCED 5-6)</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Mikrozensus 2009, Scientific Use File, authors’ calculation.

Base: dependent employees aged 15-64 years, living in private households, weighted.

Share in dependent employment

[] unreliable, number of cases insufficient (<30)
Table 3: Probability of being atypically employed